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The mouth reflects a person’s health and well being throughout
the life. Oral diseases can have an impact on many aspects of general
health and health conditions can in turn have an impact on oral health.1
The aging process can be as hard on our mouths, teeth and gums as it is
onother parts of our bodies. As we get older, we are more susceptible
to thebuildup of plaque and the weakening and cracking of older
fillings. In addition, there is a tendency for our teeth to become brittle,
and many seniors suffer fromdiminished muscular control, which can
make chewing or wearing dentures moredifficult. Finally, the older we
get, the more vigilant we need to be againstdeveloping gum disease.
Based on a recent study the risk of malnutrition tripled when mouth
is unhealthy.2 Compared to previous decades, the elderly population
today is much more predominant in the world and continues to rapidly
increase due to longer life expectancy and the effects of the baby
boom generation.3
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Oral health related quality of life
This term is often used to describe the impact that one’s oral health
can have on their daily life experiences, it reflects the reality that
modern dentistry is not just aiming to prolong life or eliminate oral
disease, but ultimately is attempting to make life better.1,2 Most of
the changes in oral health of elderly are the consequences of chronic
disease and medications accompanied by physical disability; it is
proved that a link between poor oral health and other diseases exist.
Few diseases and their association with poor oral health are described
here.4

Pneumonia
Bacterial pneumonia is a leading cause of death in elderly
individuals. The microorganisms that cause pneumonia are commonly
found in significantly high concentrations in the dental plaque of
people with gum disease. Many studies havedemonstrated that poor
oral hygiene in older adults is a major risk factor forpneumonia, in
particular a strain called “aspiration pneumonia”, which is causedby
bacteria-laden saliva accidentally entering the windpipe and travelling
to the lungs.5

Diseases
Several studies have shown that having gum disease increases one’s
risk of developing cardiovascular disease (CVD) [1]. Inflammation is
a major risk factor for heart disease, and the bacterial accumulations
associated with periodontal disease can increase inflammation levels
throughout the entire body.3–6

Diabetes
Diabetics are particularly susceptible to contracting infections;
they are at greater risk than most people of developing gum disease.
At the same time, oral infections can increase the severity of diabetes
by increasing blood sugar levels, leading to such complications
as premature degeneration of the eyes, kidneys, nerves and blood
vessels.7
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Malnutrition
There is a clear relationship between poor oral health and
malnutrition in the elderly. Older individuals with good oral health
benefit from being able to eat a much broader variety of nutritious
foods than those with pain, discomfort or tooth loss.6 The researchers
concluded that poor dental health, combined with diminished ability
to communicate, can cause weight loss, dehydration and infirmity.8
In addition to helping prevent the conditions listed above, good oral
health and hygiene have been associated in less direct ways with the
prevention of other diseasesi.e osteoporosis and rheumatoid arthiritis
in different ways.5

Osteoporosis
The disease is characterized by decreased bone density and
weakened bones. As it progresses, osteoporosis can compromise
bones to the point that they break under otherwise normal stresses.
It is often considered a “silent disease” that has few symptoms in its
early stages.2 There is a strong relationship between bone metabolism
and oral health, anddentists are in a unique position to help identify
people with low bone density. Early signs of osteoporosis can often
be seen in the mouth and detected throughoral examination and dental
X-rays.8

Rheumatoid arthiritis
There is also evidence that treating severe gum disease may
alleviate some ofthe symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in people
suffering from bothconditions. RA and periodontitis are both common
chronic inflammatoryconditions. Researchers have concluded that
non-surgical periodontal therapyhad a beneficial effect on the signs
and symptoms of RA, regardless of themedications being used to
treat the condition.2–8 Good oral health is essential to healthy aging.
Because effectiveinterventions to prevent and control oral disease
exist, good oralhealth can be achieved by older adults. The public
health systemcan play a vital role in ensuring that this occurs.
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